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Abstract Unmanned construction with remotely operated
construction machines is actively used a means of
construction work in dangerous areas with no access
to people such as rehabilitation work sites damaged
by natural disasters including earthquakes or
volcano eruptions. Unmanned construction is
expected to progress in the field as a quick and safe
technique for restoration from disaster damage.
However, unmanned construction with remotely
operated hydraulic excavators is known to be much
poorer in work efficiency than construction work
with directly operated machines. The Public Work
Research Institute (PWRI) has been promoting
research on the actual status of, causes of, and
solutions to reduced work efficiency of unmanned
construction with remotely operated hydraulic
excavators.
Our research focused on the impact that different
operation systems of a remotely operated hydraulic
excavator had on the work efficiency with the aim of
obtaining knowledge that will help improve the work
efficiency of unmanned construction.
To fulfil this purpose, a comparative experiment
was conducted using a few operation systems with
changed parameters of operation interface for a
hydraulic excavator.
The data obtained from the experiment were
analysed for each operation system and work
element, with important points that express
differences in work time and work efficiency
analysed for clarification. Causes that resulted in
differences were also discussed using video records.
Based on the experiment, the authors successfully
clarified the status of the impact of interface
operability for a remotely operated hydraulic
excavator on the work efficiency and obtained
knowledge that will lead to improved work efficiency
of unmanned construction.
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Introduction

Unmanned construction, construction with remotely
operated construction machines, is actively used as
means of construction work in dangerous areas that
people have no access to, such as rehabilitation work
sites damaged by natural disasters including earthquakes
or volcano eruptions. Unmanned construction is
expected to progress in the field as a quick and safe
technique of restoration from disaster damage.
However, remote operation of hydraulic excavators
conducted as unmanned construction sites is known to
be much poorer in work efficiency than construction
work with manned machines. The Public Work
Research Institute (PWRI) has been promoting research
on the actual status of, causes of, and solutions to
reduced work efficiency of unmanned construction.
Preceding research on the efficiency of the remote
operation of the hydraulic excavator were conducted in
a flow of the following (1) to (3).
(1) The work of the provisions was carried out in
two ways of remote operations and boarding operation
of the hydraulic excavator. I grasped the reality of the
work efficiency decreases by remote control[1].
(2) The work of the provisions were carried out
multiple times by multiple operators. It was analyzed
for the impact on the working efficiency decrease due to
getting used to the work[2].
(3) Comparison of remote operations and boarding
operation, a comparison of the novice and skilled person,
were carried out by focusing on the gaze point in the
operation and working time[3].
Based on these research results, we will further
pursue the cause of the working efficiency decrease of
the remote control. Therefore, in this study, we aimed to
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understand the impact on efficiency due to the
difference in operation interface in the remote operation.
In our research, a comparative experiment was
conducted based on a model task related to four
different operation methods with different operation
conditions (to be explained later). The time taken to
complete a single run of the model task (hereinafter the
cycle time) was measured, and the task work was filmed.
The time taken by a directly operated machine was
used as the benchmark for comparison purposes. The
cycle time recorded was divided into that of the
excavation work and that of traveling, and each work
efficiency was compared by the method of operation.
We also discussed whether or not the skill of the
operator (speediness of work execution) had any effect
on the work efficiency depending on the operation
interface.

was used for our study[1]:
(1) The operator drives a construction machine to
the designated work position (near the work area)
shown in the experiment field (Fig. 1);
(2) The machine grabs a solid object with its bucket
and moves from the initial position to the destination
circle, instead of conducting excavation work; and
(3) The machine grabs the solid object with its
bucket and moves from the destination circle to the
initial position. (The initial position is set as a square
area with each side measuring 770 mm, and a solid
object is placed in that square. When the operators fail
to place the object inside the square, they lift it up again
and place it in the square.) The solid object to be
handled by the machine is a drum (570 mm in diameter,
760 mm in height, about 100 kg in weight, and 2,000
mm in handle height).
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3.3

Purpose of Research

The purpose of our research is to determine the
actual status of interface operability as a factor that
affects the work efficiency of unmanned construction
and obtain knowledge that may help improve work
efficiency.

3
3.1

Experiment Method
Experiment field
The experiment field was set up as shown in Fig. 1.

3.3.1 Hydraulic excavator
A remotely operated hydraulic excavator (12-ton
class with a bucket capacity of 0.5 m3) was used.
3.3.2 Video equipment
Two cameras were placed in the field (Fig. 1) to film
images for the operator’s remote operation in an
operation measurement room. Camera images (analog
video, 30 fps, equivalent to 720 × 480) from a total of
three cameras, including the said two and one installed
on the hydraulic excavator (Fig. 1) were shown on
monitors in the operation measurement room. Operators
remotely operated the machine while viewing those
monitors. Vertical and lateral rotation and zooming of
the external cameras were performed by a dedicated
camera operator.

3.4

3.2

Outline of the model task
The model task developed by preceding research

Equipment and materials for the
experiment

Comparative experiment conditions

Four operation conditions were used in this
experiment.
“ Operation of a machine by an operator in the
machine” (hereinafter “manned operation”) and “remote
operation by an operator in the machine” were
compared to analyze the effect of the differences in the
manned operation interface.
“Remote operation using the conventional system”
and “remote operation using the cabin-type remote
control system” were compared to analyze the effect of
the differences in the remote operation interface.
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Operation interfaces of manned operation were
compared to aim at clarifying how the difference in
operation interface operability will affect the work
efficiency in case it is feasible in the future to provide
the operator with an operation environment information
equal to that available for manned operation (in terms of
visual input, sound, vibration, etc.).
Operation interfaces of remote operation were
compared with the aim of clarifying how use of the
operating lever of the actual machine as the operation
interface in current unmanned construction will affect
the work efficiency.

construction. The operator conducted remote operation
using the remote operation device (to be explained later)
while checking the image shown on the video devices as
explained in “3.3.2 Video equipment” taken by three
cameras in the “operation measurement room” as shown
in Fig. 1. (Fig. 4)

3.4.1 Manned operation
An operator boarded a hydraulic excavator, used the
operating lever of the actual excavator installed in the
operation cabin, and conducted ordinary manned
operation. (Fig. 2)
3.4.4 Operation using the cabin‐type remote
operation device
An operator conducted remote operation using the
cabin-type remote operation device (to be explained
later) while checking the images given by the cameras
in the operation measurement room as in Fig. 1. (Fig. 5)

3.4.2 Manned operation
operation device

with

the

remote

An operator boarded a hydraulic excavator and
operated the excavator with the remote operation device
(to be explained later). (Fig. 3)

3.5

Remote operation interface

In this experiment, two remote operation interfaces,
were used in addition to the operating lever and
traveling lever of the hydraulic excavator, and their
effects on the work efficiency were measured.
3.5.1 Cabin-type remote operation device
3.4.3 Remote operation using the conventional
system
The conventional system as used here is the typical
remote operation method currently used in unmanned

The operator in the operation cabin, which is
equivalent to that of an actual excavator, conducts
remote operation using the operating lever and travel
lever, the same as those of an actual machine. (Fig. 6)
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3.7
3.5.2 Remote operation device
A typical remote operation device used
conventional remote operation (Fig. 7)

in

3.5.3 Operating angle and neutral range of the
lever

Measurement and experiment times

Ten operators repeated the work run set in “3.2
Outline of the model task” ten times for each of the four
operation conditions.
The measurement start timing was when the
caterpillars of the hydraulic excavator started to rotate
as the excavator began to move at the start point in Fig.
1. The end of measurement was when the operator
completed the work, returned to the start point, revolved
the upper part of the machine, and set the stationary
posture.
The cycle time measured in a single operation from
the measuring start to end was set as the indicator of
work efficiency evaluation. (Work efficiency (%) =
cycle time for manned operation / cycle time of the
subject operation condition × 100)
Another fixed camera was installed separately from
the cameras to film videos for remote operation to
record the entire view of the work area as a record of the
work (Fig. 8).

For the cabin-type remote operation device (and the
actual lever) and remote operation device, the operating
angle and neutral range of the lever were set as shown
in Table 1 (default values by the manufacturer).
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3.6

Operator

As shown in Table 2, 10 operators with 5 or more
years of experience in manned operation of hydraulic
excavators participated in the comparison experiment.

Experiment Results

The experiment results were summarized based on
data containing the results of the eight runs, or from the
third to the tenth, in which the dispersion of cycle time
was sufficiently settled[2]. There were 75 sets of
measurement data for each of the four operation
conditions, and the total number of data sets was 300
(75 × 4 cases).
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4.1

Comparison of operation interfaces for
manned operation

Based on the obtained results, the two operation
methods, or “manned operation” and “remote operation
in the machine” were compared.
When comparing the two work methods, one cycle
time (measured in seconds) was divided into “work”
and “travel,” and the “work” was further divided into
four elements, or “grabbing (of a solid object),” “lifting
and rotating (of the solid object),” “lowering (of the
solid object),” and “raising (of the boom and arm)” (see
Fig. 9). The thus subdivided cycle time was defined as
the “work time” of each division. Cycle time, work time
and work efficiency using the manned operation as the
benchmark were analyzed as shown in Table 3.

types of jobs, namely “grabbing” and “lowering.”

4.2

Comparison of operation interfaces for
remote operation

Two operation methods, or “remote operation using
the conventional system” and “operation with the cabintype remote operation device” were compared. The
subdivided cycle times and the work efficiency with
manned operation as the benchmark are analyzed in
Table 4 as in the case of “4.1 Comparison of operation
interfaces for manned operation” in comparison of the
two work methods.
4.2.1 Comparison results

4.1.1 Comparison results
When the operation interface was switched from
manned operation to the remote operation device, the
work efficiency decreased by 30.1%. For “work” and
“traveling,” the efficiency of the “work” decreased by
36.2%, while that of “traveling” decreased by 25.3%.
Work time greatly differed particularly for some
Table3

Table4

When the remote operation interface was switched
from the remote operation device to the cabin-type
remote operation device, the work efficiency remained
almost the same (up 0.7%). Work efficiency differences
differ between “work” and “traveling.” There is a 2.9 %
increase in efficiency for “work,” while there is a 4.2 %
reduction for “traveling.”
In terms of cycle time difference, the largest cycle
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time difference occurred in the “lowering” job of the
“work,” while no major difference occurred for other
jobs.

What causes this difference is considered to be the
adaptability of individual operators to the interfaces as
in the case of “grabbing” and “lowering.”
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5.1.3 Summary

5.1

Discussion and Summary
Comparison of operation interfaces for
manned operation

5.1.1 Relationship with operator skills
The swiftness of manned operation cycle time is
defined as the skill of the operator. In order to clarify
whether there is any correlation between the operator’s
skill and the work efficiency differences that occurred
as a result of comparison, verification needs to be
conducted.
To be specific, the cycle time of manned operation
(operator’s skill) and the work efficiency differences
were subjected to regression analysis based on the
scatter diagram prepared as in Fig. 9. The result of
analysis gives a correlation factor of 0.23. Since this is
low enough, it is judged there is no correlation.
5.1.2 Causes of work efficiency differences
Of 75 sets of data, three of those with the work
efficiency differences closer to the median were picked
up at random.
For “grabbing,” “lowering,” and “traveling,” for
which cycle time differences frequently occur among
the three sets of data, the difference in behavior of the
hydraulic excavator between “manned operation” with
the actual lever and “remote operation by the operator
on board the machine” using a remote operation device
was checked based on the recorded video to examine
what causes work efficiency differences.
It was revealed that manned operation with a remote
operation device was a complex motion (that is, two or
more motions, such as opening of the bucket and raising
of the boom, simultaneously conducted) like the
operation using the actual lever. It is presumed that
differences in individual operators’ adaptability to the
difference in the layout or sensitivity of the lever affect
the work efficiency differences.
For “traveling,” the excavator followed almost the
same track despite some lateral deviation regardless of
the difference in operation, or manned operation with
the actual lever and manned operation with a remote
operation device. However, the time gap in “traveling”
was attributable to the differences in time taken to
adjust the traveling direction and in the traveling speed.

Information from the environment necessary for
executing the model task shares the same conditions for
any cases of manned operation. The difference in the
operation interfaces, however, caused differences in
cycle time.
According to the scatter diagram of Fig. 9, no
correlation was found for the work efficiency
differences between the differences in the operator’s
skill and the operation interfaces. At least according to
what the dispersion of work efficiency differences
indicates, there is a small difference in the skill about
operation of the lever in manned operation. When the
remote operation device is used, however, differences in
work efficiency occurred. This is presumably because
the operators failed to adapt to the operation interface
depending on the difference in the layout of the lever or
the motion reaction speed.
Therefore, experienced operators who were familiar
with manned operation, the subject of the study, were
affected in terms of work efficiency by changes in the
operation interfaces even though they do the same work.
The degree of such effect is assumed to vary depending
on how each operator can adapt to the difference in
operation interfaces.

5.2

Comparison of operation interfaces for
remote operation

5.2.1 Relationship with operator skill
The swiftness of remote operation cycle time is
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defined as the skill of the operator. A scatter diagram
was prepared as in Fig. 10 to conduct regression
analysis in order to clarify whether or not there is any
correlation between the operators’ skill and the work
efficiency differences determined by comparison. As
the regression analysis gives 0.50 for the correlation
factor, it is judged that there is a positive correlation of
medium strength.
Since a decision function (R2) is low, at 0.24, the
regression equation is not high enough in precision but
is understood to be able to show the overall trend. Work
efficiency differences caused by the difference in the
operation interfaces for manned operation are presumed
to be affected by the skill of the operator.
In order to clarify which job of the model task
makes the operator’s skill affect the work efficiency
difference, 75 sets of cycle time data about “remote
operation using the conventional system” were ranked
based on the criterion that those with shorter cycle time
are higher in rank. The 75 sets of data were categorized
into three — higher, middle, and lower — with each
having 25 sets, and the comparison results were
rearranged as in Table 5.
For the “work” category, the longer the cycle time of
“remote operation using the conventional system,” a
greater improvement is seen in work efficiency when
the operation interface is switched to the cabin-type
remote operation device. On the other hand, the shorter
the cycle time of “remote operation using the
conventional system,” the less effective it is.
For “traveling,” the work efficiency of the higher
ranking data shows an 11.7% reduction, while the
efficiency is almost the same for middle and lower
ranking data.

comparison in our study, in order to look for what
caused the work efficiency differences.
The result revealed that “shut-down time during oneto two-second-long work suspension time” and “sudden
start and stop” are what caused the cycle time
differences in the lower ranking group. Not many delay
cases by these causes are seen in the middle ranking
group. Almost no such cases are seen in the higher
ranking group. No operation by complex motion is
almost seen in any group.
For “traveling,” over 10% differences occurred only
in the upper ranking group. There is, however, no major
difference in operational behavior between operation
with the cabin-type remote operation device and
operation with the remote operation device in either the
higher, middle or lower ranking group.
For the higher ranking group, the excavator moves
slower when operated with the cabin-type remote
operation device. The operator uses the actual traveling
lever when operating the machine with the cabin-type
remote operation device. In this case, the operators need
to operate the lever located at their foot with a headforward posture. As the work monitor is located at the
front, the operators need to watch this front monitor.
This means the operators have to operate without
checking how they are holding the lever. This makes
them feel careful about driving the machine, which
presumably causes slower traveling of the machine.
It is estimated that no major influence occurred to
the middle and lower ranking groups because the speed
is lower in the first place for those groups.
5.2.3

Summary

According to the scatter diagram in Fig. 10, there is
a tendency for a positive correlation in the difference in
To understand what caused the work efficiency cycle time between operation with the remote operation
differences as in Table 5, three sets of data whose “work” device conventionally used in unmanned construction
and “traveling” data were close to the median were and that with the cabin-type remote operation device
picked up each from the higher ranking, middle ranking although the corroborating data are small in number.
and lower ranking groups. A total of six sets of data
It is found that operators who show a longer cycle
were thus selected. The behavior of the hydraulic time in operation with the remote operation device
excavator in those six sets of data was checked from the typically used in unmanned construction and find it
video records about “remote operation using the difficult to adapt to remote operation shortened the
conventional system” and “operation with the cabin- cycle time and improved work efficiency when they
type remote operation device,” which are subject to switched to operation with the cabin-type remote
5.2.2 Causes of work efficiency differences

Table5
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References

operation device.
On the other hand, operators who show a shorter
cycle time with operation with the remote operation
device used in unmanned construction and can
sufficiently adapt to remote operation turned out to
show no reduction in cycle time when switched to
operation with the cabin-type remote operation device.
The experiment results suggest that there are
operators who do not depend on operation interfaces
and others who depend on the operation interface
similar to that of manned operation.
In conclusion, a certain work efficiency
improvement or stability improvement may result from
applying the shape or layout of the operating lever of an
actual machine to the operation interface of remote
operation.
It is also suggested that there are operators who have
a significant capability to adapt to remote operation.
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Conclusion

Switching the operation interface of current
unmanned construction to the actual operating lever is
effective for improving work efficiency only in a
limited manner, but is considered to be effective as a
remediation for operators slower in remote operation.
There is still room for review about the layout of the
traveling lever.
According to the results of our research that focused
on the effect of operation interface operability for
manned operation on work efficiency (a work efficiency
reduction of 30% on average for the entire operation),
improvement of the operation interface is considered to
be an essential task to tackle in the future for unmanned
construction that is predicted to become closer to
manned construction in the years to come.
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